
Story Number 115

THE TEMPLE, AND THE BUILDER

Solomon acquired a tremendous amount of knowledge, wisdom and

wealth. The wealth was gained at first from the people.

He divided the entire country into twelve areas, which did not

correspond to the twelve tribal areas. An officer was placed in charge of

each area, each of whom had to supply the king’s needs for one month

in the year. [What happened in a leap year when there were thirteen

months is not mentioned.] This meant taxing the population of the area,

and since Solonon lived in tremendous luxury the taxation must have been

very high and a heavy burden on the people.

He then set out to build the Temple, as promised to his father David,

on Mount Moriah which David had bought from the Jebusite 1. The story

and details are told in the Book of Kings and in the Book of Chronicles;

sometimes there are small differences between the two, mostly but not all

on minor technical details, and we have pointed them out when they come

into our part of the story.

David had been a very great friend of Hiram, 2 king of Tyre (in

Phoenicia, now called Lebanon), with who there was even a treaty of

friendship. 3 Hiram was pleased to renew the friendship with Solomon,

who found that Hiram was the man he needed to help him. He informed

Hiram of his plans to build a temple and made two important requests.

1. Arauna in Kings, Ornan in Chronicles.

2. ‘Hiram’ in Kings, ‘Huram’ in Chronicles. Probably something in between, like
the French u or the German ü.

3. Unlike Ammon and Moab, the Phoenicians were not one of the forbidden
nations, so there was no harm in this, and no ‘punishment’.
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First, the structure of the temple would require stone and timber, and

the best and most expensive timber was Lebanese cedar. 4 Solomon

asked Hiram to fell and sell him wood from the Lebanon, for which he

would pay whatever Hiram’s price was for the labour supplied in doing

it, in addition to the cost of the actual wood. Hiram’s servants and

Solomon’s would work together.

Hiram agreed, and said that he would float the timber down by sea on

rafts from Tyre to Jaffa (modern Tel Aviv); Solomon would then have to

arrange to bring it overland from Jaffa to Jerusalem, which he did.

To prepare and do the actual work Solomon needed workers, essentially

slaves. He counted the number of aliens, that is to say non-Israelites, in

the country, remnants of the early Canaanites, Amorites, Hitites etc., and

checked the number against the list in David’s census. He then used them,

taking 150,000 of them as slave-workers and the remainder 5 as

overseers to make sure they worked.

In addition he conscripted 3,000 men from Israel 6 who worked in

levies, sending to Lebanon 1,000 each month; that is to say each man

worked for a month in Lebanon and went home for two months, regularly.

Solomon’s second request was to send a skilled craftsman to design and

build the Temple and all its accessories. Hiram replied that he was

sending such a man, a Tyrian whose father was a Tyrian coppersmith and

whose mother was an Israelite widow from Naphtali or Dan. 7 By

coincidence he was also called Hiram, 2 which has caused a lot of

confusion. He acted for Solomon as designer and craftsman just as Bezalel

4. Moses and Bezalel used Acacia which was available in the area of Sinai, but
Lebanese cedar was apparently better, and centuries after Solomon it was used by
Darius in building his palace at Susa, referred to in the Book of Esther.

5. 3,300 in Kings, 3,600 in Chronicles.

6. This is from Kings, but Chronicles denies that he took slaves from the people
of Israel. Probably Chronicles is being over-technical in the meaning of ‘slaves’.

7. Naphtali according to Kings; Dan according to Chronicles.
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had done for Moses. Hiram also blessed God who appointed such a wise

man as Solomon as king over Israel.

The work of actual building started in the fourth year of Solomon’s

reign, 480 years after the Exodus (i.e. about 3,000 years ago) and took

seven years to complete.

The Bible gives details of the building and accessories, all built

artistically. Here we will not go into details. (Incidentally, he did not build

a sea, but a very large pond – the Hebrew word is the same and means a

collection of water.)

When the building was complete, the Priests and Levites brought the

Ark from the tent in the suburb of Zion which David had made for it, and

placed it in the Extra-holy part of the Temple. They also brought the

original Tabernacle and Altar that Bezalel made for Moses, but did not

use them.

Sacrifices were offered, and Solomon then said a very long prayer,

asking God to recognise the Temple. It could not be a home for God to

live in, because God is everywhere, but could act as a focus to which

prayers are directed, and he asked God to listen to prayers directed there,

especially in cases of a national disaster. As he finished, fire came down

from the sky and burned up the sacrifices on the altar, showing that God

had accepted it all.

This was followed by two weeks of national celebrations.

God then appeared to Solomon again in a dream. He told him that the

important thing was to listen to his instructions and Torah, and if his

descendants did so there would always be one of them on the throne. But

if the king and people rebelled and disregarded them he would destroy this

Temple and throw the people out of the country he had given them.
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We now come to the next part of the story. Unfortunately like in many

other things Solomon’s success went to his head. He had an army of

builder-slaves, so why not continue to use them? At the end of seven

years the Temple was finished, so he decided to get them to build a palace

for himself, which took thirteen years to build!

When his palace was completed at the end of the twenty years there

was a transfer of towns. Here the two versions disagree totally.

According to the Book of Kings, Solomon gave Hiram twenty towns in

Galilee. Hiram looked at them and said they were not worth much.

But according to the Book of Chronicles, Hiram gave Solomon a

number of towns, which he built up and in which he then settled Israelites.

He built a palace for his chief wife, Pharaoh’s daughter. Then he built

up towns and fortified places throughout the country. In doing all this it

seems that he became a tyrant, 8 and made if not actual slaves then

virtual slaves of the whole population; they put up with it, they had no

choice, until he died – another story.

––––––––––––––

8. See Deut.17:20.
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